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Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise GuideCambridge University Press, 2009

	The present book, Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise Guide, provides readers with an overview of Enterprise Guide, the newest point-and-click interface from SAS. SAS Enterprise Guide is a graphical user (point-and-click) interface to the main SAS application, having relatively recently replaced the Analyst interface, which itself had replaced...


		

JMP 12 Specialized ModelsSAS Institute, 2015

	JMP 12 Specialized Models provides details about modeling techniques such as partitioning, neural networks, nonlinear regression, and time series analysis. Topics include the Gaussian platform, which is useful in analyzing computer simulation experiments. The book also covers the Response Screening platform, which is useful in testing the...


		

SAS Functions by Example, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2010

	Fully updated for SAS 9.2, Ron Cody's SAS Functions by Example, Second Edition, is a must-have reference for anyone who programs in Base SAS. With the addition of functions new to SAS 9.2, this comprehensive reference manual now includes more than 200 functions, including new character, date and time, distance, probability, sort, and...






		

The Little SAS Book for Enterprise Guide 4.2SAS Institute, 2010

	Whether you are using SAS Enterprise Guide for the first time or transitioning to the newest release, this is the book for you! With The Little SAS Book for Enterprise Guide 4.2, award-winning authors Susan Slaughter and Lora Delwiche help you quickly become productive in the SAS Enterprise Guide point-and-click environment. A series of...


		

SAS® Administration from the Ground Up: Running the SAS®9 Platform in a Metadata Server EnvironmentSAS Institute, 2019

	Learn SAS® administration from the ground up! 
	
		Those who are new to SAS platform administration may find themselves full of questions. SAS® Administration from the Ground Up: Running the SAS®9 Platform in a Metadata Server Environment will save you time, money and frustration.

	
		This book walks the...



		

Big Data Analytics with SAS: Get actionable insights from your Big Data using the power of SASPackt Publishing, 2017

	Leverage the capabilities of SAS to process and analyze Big Data


	About This Book

	
		Combine SAS with platforms such as Hadoop, SAP HANA, and Cloud Foundry-based platforms for effecient Big Data analytics
	
		Learn how to use the web browser-based SAS Studio and iPython Jupyter Notebook...







		

Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner (Wiley Series in Computational Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Data Mining Using SAS Enterprise Miner introduces the readers to data mining using SAS Enterprise Miner v4. This book will reveal the power and ease of use of the powerful new module in SAS that will introduce the readers to the various configuration settings and subsequent results that are generated from the various nodes in Enterprise Miner that...

		

SAS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Use SAS on the Web, in Excel or PowerPoint, and from your desktop
   The fun and easy way to manage and analyze data   

   Need to get up and running with SAS? This plain-English guide offers information on all the SAS basics, including getting data into the software, generating reports, creating...


		

Using SAS in Financial ResearchSAS Institute, 2002
Researchers, graduate students, and practitioners in the financial market now have the first reference-style handbook detailing the mechanics of statistical testing on financial and accounting data. This one-of-a-kind book illustrates how to use SAS software to conduct basic empirical analyses of stock market and financial statement data. It covers...





		

Server-side GPS and Assisted-GPS in Java (Artech House Gnss Technologies and Applications)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Assisted-GNSS is an interesting field to work in at present. Demand for accurate location is increasing and new satellites and signals are coming online through the GPS modernization program and the emergence of new GNSSs.


	This book is a practical exploration of A-GNSS with particular focus on A-GPS. It provides some theoretical...


		

Using JMP 12SAS Institute, 2015

	Using JMP 12 shows you how to perform common tasks such as importing data, setting column properties, exporting analyses as graphics or HTML, and modifying JMP preferences. Details about connecting to SAS and working in the Formula Editor are also provided.
...

		

Hello, Android: Introducing Google's Mobile Development PlatformPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Android is a new software toolkit for mobile phones, created by Google and the Open Handset Alliance. In a few years, it's expected to be found inside millions of cell phones and other mobile devices, making Android a major platform for application developers. That could be your own program running on all those devices.
Getting started...
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